ASCENSION ACTIVATION PRAYER
This is a sacred prayer that activates the willingness and momentum to rise
above the wounded ego/self and the learning paths theirin, into a higher
state of awareness and manifestation that reflects a unified 5th dimensional
version of you. This assists you to move out of suffering and into awareness
around your wounds, journey, healing and empowerment.
This prayer can be useful at times when healing, emotional intensity and the
‘suffering based reality’ feels too much or too present in your life. It helps
you reach upwards within yourself to a higher reality and let go of lower
vibrational stories and attachments holding you in pain.
The recommendation is to use this activation prayer once a day for 21 days
straight, especially if it’s your first time working with it, or follow your
intuition as to how best to bring this activation into your life. Leave 7 days
for integration then repeat for another 21 days if you feel drawn. Ongoing
cycles help deepen the activation
When using activation prayers like these, speak out loud with strength and
power taking your time so you feel really present and connected to each
word and sentence.

“ I hereby declare to all of the Pure Divine Forces that be
That I am ready to ascend on all levels of my being
I ask that I am heard and that I am held in Divine love, Divine grace,
Divine service, Divine blessings and Divine protection as this sacred
process unfolds and recalibrates on all levels of my being
I am ready to release and reintegrate within my being
All 4th dimensional, dualistic and polarised aspects within me
Still projecting, creating or resonating wounding, mis-perception,
illusion or discord of any kind preventing me from embodying,
expressing and creating a 5th dimensional, whole, integrated and
unified version of myself in manifested reality in the now
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I choose to surrender all ego, obstacle or objection
no longer in service to me
I choose to surrender all ego, obstacle or objection
no longer in service to me
I choose to surrender all ego, obstacle or objection
no longer in service to me
I release and relinquish these limitations to
the Pure Light of God/Source
I release and relinquish these limitations to
the Pure Light of God/Source
I release and relinquish these limitations to
the Pure Light of God/Source
And instead I call in my Higher Self awareness, presence and power
To embody within my mind-body consciousness and assist me now
to create my life experience from the highest alignment and inner
wisdom possible (x3)
I choose this path of higher dimensional reality and Higher Self
awareness as an act of love toward myself and as an act of
compassion for my past, my wounds, my experiences, my
limitations, flaws and misperceptions.
I choose to totally and wholeheartedly accept every aspect of my life
journey that has unfolded until now
I am grateful for all the learning and expansion therein.
I take full responsibility for all that I have created and all that I have
experienced.
I now choose to transcend my past and awaken to my 5th
dimensional Higher Level aspects and allow them to embody, guide
and express through me creating a harmonious and whole existence
in the now.
By the Pure Grace of God/Source so be it
By the Pure Grace of God/Source so be it
By the Pure Grace of God/Source so be it
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By the Pure Grace of God/Source so be it
By the Pure Grace of God/Source so be it
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